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India’s EdTech sector has grown rapidly within the past decade, with nearly 4000 startups 
attracting substantial investment from global and Indian investors. The Victorian EdTech 
sector is much smaller in scale, but is thriving and leading education innovation in online 
program management, assessment systems, and upskilling for new technology-driven 
work futures. 

This policy brief focuses on the opportunities for establishing stronger links between 
Victorian and Indian EdTech companies in the context of the Victorian government’s 
India Strategy. One of the aims of the Strategy is to “Establish deeper partnerships with 
India’s innovation and technology sector, fostering links between Indian entrepreneurs, 
accelerators and incubators, and Victoria’s innovation community.”

Based on desk research and discussions at the Victoria-India EdTech Workshop 
conducted on 27 June 2019 by the Australia India Institute in collaboration with the 
International Institute of Information Technology- Bangalore (IIIT-B), this policy brief 
offers the following recommendations:

• Profile key geographical EdTech clusters and markets within India which offer the 
greatest potential for export opportunities for Victorian EdTech companies.

• Survey Victoria’s EdTech ecosystem to understand their current export activity, 
readiness and perception of the Indian market.

• Recruit Victorian EdTech companies to participate in the Victorian Government 
EdTech mission to India in September 2019 to showcase Victorian EdTech products 
to investors and build brand awareness in-market.

• Encourage Victorian EdTech companies to exhibit and provide thought leadership 
content at major Indian EdTech trade shows such as DIDAC (in Bengaluru) and 
EdTech Review (in Delhi and Mumbai), and other relevant exhibitions in the region 
including EXPO 2020 in Dubai.

• Support two-way exchange between Indian and Victorian EdTech companies. 

• Facilitate connection between Indian businesses focussed on software development 
and systems integration and the Victorian EdTech ecosystem to establish software 
development relationships.
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Introduction The education market intelligence firm HolonIQ has projected global expenditure in 
EdTech to grow at 11% per annum and cross US$340 billion by 2025. While the USA led 
investment in EdTech over the past five years, it is Asia – in particular China and India – 
that is experiencing the world’s fastest growth in EdTech investment.1

EdTech has experienced high growth in India, with 3651 startups incorporated between 
2013 and 2018.2 Investment in the sector has grown more than tenfold during this period, 
with one EdTech startup – Byju’s – becoming a unicorn (a company valued over US$ 1 
billion) and attracting the largest share in the past two years. India is one of the top three 
global EdTech hubs after China and the USA.

EdTech startups and companies are thriving in Victoria. The 2018 EdTech census by 
EduGrowth identified 225 companies operating across the state, comprising about one-
third (32%) of the 650 EdTech companies that make up the Australian EdTech sector. 
Within Australia, EdTech is the third largest and fastest growing startup vertical, and 
is recognised as critical to the future of the Australian international education market. 
Victoria currently receives 32% of all international students coming to Australia, is a 
leader in the delivery of Australian VET qualifications offshore, and aims to lead EdTech 
innovation and market expansion internationally in India. 

The Victorian International Education Sector Strategy (the Strategy) aims to position 
Victoria as a global leader in education services. The Strategy also aims to develop an 
EdTech and e-learning services hub by facilitating investment and supporting innovation 
and technology solutions for international education.

The Victorian Government has invested $60 million over four years into developing 
Victoria’s start-up ecosystem, with the vision of becoming the number one destination 
for start-ups and entrepreneurs in Australia. It is working in partnership with 
entrepreneurs, industry, business and educational institutions to expand innovation and 
entrepreneurship in the international education sector. 

EduGrowth is an education technology and innovation industry company headquartered 
in Melbourne. It is partnered and sponsored by Australia’s leading education 
organisations together with local and state bodies. EduGrowth plays a key role in 
connecting education providers, industry participants and entrepreneurs to develop 
the Australian EdTech sector and ecosystem. It offers a range of services to connect and 
support EdTech companies at each stage of their development.3

The Victorian Government’s India Strategy seeks to establish deeper partnerships with 
India’s innovation and technology sector, fostering links between Indian entrepreneurs, 
accelerators and incubators and Victoria’s innovation community.4 One aspect of this 
is to encourage Indian EdTech companies to make Victoria their base for products and 
services for the Australian market and to forge collaborative ventures with Victorian 
companies for targeting other export markets. 

Victoria's EdTech 
Strategy for India

1 HolonIQ, 2019 Global Education Outlook.

2 Nasscom 2018; Tracxn 2019

3 EduGrowth 2019 

4 Victoria’s India Strategy, p. 32.
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Broadly speaking, education technology, or EdTech, refers to IT and ICT enabled 
products, services and solutions that are utilised in various ways across all levels of 
education. This encompasses teaching, learning, assessment, student data management, 
credentialing and certification, and research management. 

EdTech has permeated all aspects of education today. There is almost no area of 
education that operates without the use of IT or ICT enabled products and services 
in teaching and learning. The ubiquity of EdTech has led to many different ways of 
classifying the different types and ways in which it is used in education. For instance, the 
global education intelligence company HolonIQ has developed an EdTech typology in 
the form of a periodic table, with 55 different types of EdTech allocated a place under ten 
vertical columns.5 Other EdTech companies such as Navitas Ventures and CB Insights 
have developed classifications based either on the type of technology supporting EdTech 
products or area of educational impact.

For simplicity, this policy brief considers EdTech as encompassing four broad categories: 
administration, student management, learning management, and research management. 

Administration Systems: EdTech provides increased business systems efficiencies by 
reducing administrative costs and improving data gathering and management between 
different departments or divisions within educational institutions.

Student Management Systems: EdTech supports the connection between students and 
educators in learning and teaching interactions within and beyond the classroom setting. 
It also connects with administration systems to provide efficient access to study materials, 
reduce institutional overheads and administrative burden for educators, and increase 
student retention. 

Learning Management Systems: EdTech offers various delivery models and tools for 
enabling learners to develop their knowledge and competence during their course of 
study. These include delivery of online course curriculum and content, such as MOOCs; 
products and services that enable educators to recognise individual learner needs and 
provide appropriate assistance; and assessment systems and learning analytics that 
inform educators about individual and collective learning pathways and progress. 
Emerging EdTech systems utilise combinations of advanced technology such as artificial 
intelligence (AI), virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (IR), and cloud computing (CC) 
to enable learners achieve the best possible learning outcomes supported by an educator, 
institution, or through self-directed learning.

Research Management Systems: EdTech is utilised for managing the research funds, 
activities, outputs, and productivity of researchers at universities and other tertiary 
education institutions. It is increasingly used for international rankings of institutions 
and individual researcher performance based on metrics associated with research 
income, international collaborations, output quality and impact.

Defining EdTech 
and the EdTech 
ecosystems

5  See HolonIQ (2019) Global Learning Landscape. 
Column titles are knowledge and content, education 
management, traditional modes, new delivery models, 
experiencing learning, international education, learning 
support, assessment and verification, workforce and 
talent, skills and jobs.
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An EdTech ecosystem encompasses investors, entrepreneurs, educational institutions, 
teachers and learners that are connected through IT and ICT systems to deliver 
knowledge content and build skills and expertise for productive engagement in 
economic, social and cultural life.  Like most contemporary technology-led sectors, 
EdTech ecosystems require agents and arenas that bring these players together to create a 
productive environment. To be successful, an EdTech ecosystem needs:

• an organisation that represents all the key players and advocates and champions the 
promotion of the EdTech sector domestically and internationally

• national/state governments that work with sectoral champions and stakeholders to 
facilitate expansion of the sector and enable international connections and pathways 
to export markets

• access to capital across the investment spectrum, from seed funding to Series D round6 

• education institutions and commercial developers to work together to co-design and co-
develop credible pilot models with robust products focussed on education innovation

• education institutions willing to deploy education technology products and services 
as first and second customers

• specialist EdTech accelerators or incubators

• significant national EdTech thought leadership conferences where emergent EdTech 
products have a significant profile.

Victoria's EdTech 
Ecosystem

Victoria has developed a robust and vibrant EdTech sector. About 20% (46) of Victorian 
EdTech companies are well-established, commercial operations that are focussed on 
growth.  These businesses typically turnover more than AU $2 million annually and 
employ upwards of 20 staff members. 

Victorian companies deliver EdTech products and services that span the entire spectrum 
of EdTech capability for customers across the education continuum, from early childhood 
learning through to life-long learning. The majority of these companies are delivering 
products and services catering for vocational education and corporate education (45%), 
schools K-12 (32%) and higher education (18%) (see Figure 1).

6  Capital investments in tech startups are referred to as 
Series A, B, C, D rounds. These represent the funds 
that startups can attract from venture capital investors 
to support each stage or cycle of business growth. 
Each funding round is larger than the previous one. 
Seed funding represents the initial stage where startup 
founders use their own finances and may receive 
small amounts from ‘angel’ investors to develop and 
market test their product. Series A round is the first 
venture capital funding the startup receives for business 
development of their product. Series B round funding 
is for a startup that shows achievement to move beyond 
business development and grow the market for its 
product. Series C round funding enables a successful 
startup to expand its market share or develop new 
products and services. Series D round funding allows a 
mature startup to further expand market share through 
acquisitions of other startup companies.   
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The sector is dominated by startups, with 80% of EdTech companies falling into this 
category. About 36% (82) of Victorian EdTech companies are considered early-stage 
startups. These typically employ fewer than five staff and have an annual turnover, or 
have raised capital, amounting to less than AU $500,000. They are slightly outnumbered 
by late-stage startups, which are EdTech companies that have produced a product and 
are moving towards commercialisation through customer acquisition or significant 
capital raising activities. About 44% (97) of Victorian EdTech companies are classified 
as late-stage startups and are piloting a product for which they are actively seeking new 
customers. These companies typically employ between five and twenty staff members and 
report annual revenue of AU $500,000 to AU $2 million (see Figure 1).  

Figure 1: Victoria 2018 EdTech map, by size and market segment
Source: EduGrowth 2018 Australian EdTech Market Census

In 2018, there were 225 EdTech companies headquartered in Melbourne, comprising 
about one-third (32%) of the 650 EdTech businesses across Australia (see Figure 2). In 
addition, there are a number of EdTech companies based elsewhere in Australia that have 
operations extending into Victoria.
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Victoria is Australia’s major hub for thought leadership in education and education 
innovation. There are three key areas in EdTech development where Victorian experience 
and expertise provides a competitive advantage:

Online Program Management: The majority of Australia’s Online Program Management 
(OPM) companies are based in Melbourne.  OPMs provide the technology and interface 
to support web-based education delivery and are important drivers of revenue for higher 
education institutions. These can generate innovations in education pedagogy and 
techniques and create employment opportunities for course designers and developers, 
content producers and testers.

Victoria-based OPM companies include Keypath Education, OES, Open Universities Australia 
and Cahoot Learning. Global OPM companies with Australian headquarters in Melbourne 
include Pearson (UK) and FutureLearn (Seek Limited recently acquired 50% of this UK company).

Learning Assessment Innovations: Education assessment is moving towards data-driven 
models where governments, institutions, educators and learners are seeking greater support 
from data analysis of learning processes, knowledge development, competencies and study 
experience. The data analytic approaches for assessment require deep knowledge of teaching 
and learning to identify the most effective gains and positive outcomes for each learner. 

Victoria is a global thought leader in this area, with its cluster of universities, non-government 
agencies and think-tanks leading the development of technology-based assessment. These 
include the Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER), Education Services 
Australia (ESA), Grattan Institute, Bastow Institute of Educational Leadership, Mitchell 
Institute at Victoria University and the Assessment Research Centre at the University of 
Melbourne. A number of education strategy consultancies are based in Victoria, including 
Edified, Curio and Learning First, and some of the large consultancies such as KPMG, 
Deloitte, PwC and EY have lead partners in education practice based in Melbourne.

Figure 2: Melbourne EdTech Overview
Source: EduGrowth
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Future of Work: The education sector is increasingly focussed on graduate employability in 
terms of skill development, reskilling and upskilling for rapidly changing work environments 
and futures. Recruit-tech and HR-tech, which formerly were separate technical systems for 
supporting recruitment and human resources management within organisations, are now 
increasingly being merged with the EdTech market. Victorian education institutions and 
EdTech companies have been quick to respond to this development and this market segment 
is expected to increase over the short and medium term.  Global businesses active in this area 
include SEEK and Go1, both of which have significant local operations in Victoria. Victoria’s 
higher education and vocational sectors are already well integrated with five dual-sector 
institutions, namely, Deakin University, RMIT University, Swinburne University, Victoria 
University and Federation University. In addition, Victorian companies such as DeakinCo, 
Cahoot Learning, VET Track and A Cloud Guru are active innovators in this space.

India's EdTech 
ecosystem

India’s EdTech sector has exploded within the past decade and the country has become 
the third largest global EdTech investment hub following China and the USA. A number 
of factors have contributed to its growth. Internet penetration across India has exceeded 
500 million, i.e., close to half the country’s total population. Low internet prices and 
expanded bandwidth due to intense competition between service providers have allowed 
easier downloading and viewing of video content. The Indian Government’s Digital 
India campaign has given wider visibility and a boost to online education. And finally, a 
growing segment of the country’s population with higher disposable incomes is willing 
to pay a greater premium for quality education that delivers improved learning outcomes 
and better career pathways for their children.

Indian Government Role
The Indian Government has provided a strong impetus to the expansion of EdTech for 
over a decade, based on the three principles of its education policy: access, equity and 
quality. Early initiatives included satellite based education with V-SAT studios, followed by 
expanding broadband connections to all schools, providing free Wi-Fi, piloting and delivering 
MOOCs through e-education programs. SWAYAM is one such initiative set up by the Indian 
Government. It is India’s largest portal for MOOCs and offers courses from 9th grade upwards 
to postgraduate level that can be freely accessed by anyone at any place and time. This is 
regulated by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) and the Universities 
Grants Commission.  Other free-of-cost government EdTech initiatives include:

• e-Pathashala, a platform for school learners, their parents and teachers, which 
provide access to digital/digitised textbooks, videos, interactive exercises, question 
banks and graded learning materials. This is overseen by the NCERT, the peak body 
for primary and secondary education. 

• e-Basta, a portal where publishers upload school texts and subject content for teachers to 
select and organise into packages that students can then download for study.

• Diksha, a platform for teachers offering resources for learning, teaching, content 
creation, and professional development.
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There are around 4000 EdTech companies in India, with the majority clustered in 
Bengaluru,7 Delhi and Mumbai metropolitan areas (See Figure 3). While there are market 
leaders in each of the abovementioned EdTech segments, no major player operates across 
all of them. 

Commercial EdTech landscape
The apex body for the Indian IT industry, the National Association of Software and 
Services Companies (NASSCOM) divides the Indian EdTech landscape into four 
segments:8

• Online education: including primary and secondary supplement education; test 
preparation; higher education; reskilling and online certification; and language and 
casual learning

• Assessment: remote proctoring; testing platforms

• Smart Classes: learning management systems; enterprise resource planning; content 
management and delivery systems; innovative classrooms; HD animated videos; 
story based learning; mobile phone delivery

• Offline education: Tablets; SD cards

Figure 3: India EdTech Overview
Source: EduGrowth

7  Bengaluru and Bangalore are the new and old 
nomenclatures for the capital city of the state of 
Karnataka. Both names will appear in this report.  

8  NASSCOM 2018. EdTech: The advent of digital 
education. 
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Online education has attracted more than 40% of total EdTech investment in India, and is 
currently estimated to have around 1.6 million paid users. Most of these companies focus 
on tutoring and test preparation. One such example is Byju’s, a Bengaluru-based EdTech 
company which is one of the world’s top 10 EdTech unicorns, offering coaching and 
tutoring for K-12 and preparation for various Indian competitive entrance exams as well 
as US graduate aptitude tests such as GRE and GMAT. Although there has been a tenfold 
increase in this segment, much of the recent investor focus is shifting towards mature 
start-ups in online education. Consequently, there has been a decline in the number of 
new online education start-ups.9

The Indian EdTech sector has not yet been systematically surveyed and mapped for 
capability, company profiles and market segments. The best indicators available for the 
Indian EdTech market are provided by global investment tracking databases. In 2018, 
over USD $660 million was invested in 83 Indian EdTech companies, more than triple 
the investments in each of the previous two years (see Figure 3). Byju’s accounts for a 
significant proportion of this investment. There are no Indian EdTech companies listed 
on Indian or international stock exchanges at present, though several established players 
and listed companies in the Indian stock exchange such as Reliance Industries Limited 
and MPS Ltd have been attracted to the sector and acquired mature-stage EdTech 
companies as part of their portfolio diversification.

EdTech Community
The Indian EdTech sector does not yet have a national organisation or regional level 
body (such as EduGrowth in Australia or Emerge Education in Europe) to support the 
development of the sector.  However, there are key accelerators and incubators that are 
active in EdTech, such as the Centre for Innovation Incubation and Entrepreneurship 
(CIIE) at the Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad; the TiE Hubs in Delhi, 
Bengaluru, and Mumbai; and Village Capital in partnership with the Omidyar Network. 
Other prominent and emerging EdTech incubators/accelerators are Edugild and Grey 
Matters Capital (GMC) which provides seed funding via EdLabs and a zero-equity 
accelerator program via GMC Calibrator.10

Bengaluru and Delhi are ranked as 7th and 14th among leading global EdTech 
ecosystems by Navitas Ventures (Melbourne is ranked 40th). In allocating its global 
rankings, the Navitas Ventures league table considers the density of EdTech companies 
within cities, investor coverage and availability of capital, EdTech activity such as testbed 
facilities and conferences.11 Both cities are also home to specialist EdTech accelerators 
and incubators, including the Indian Institute of Management Bangalore’s NSRCEL 
startup incubator and NASSCOM’s 10,000 startups initiative in Delhi.

Delhi and Bengaluru host major annual EdTech conferences. The 10th Annual DIDAC 
India conference held in New Delhi in 2018 hosted 167 exhibitors from 15 countries 
exhibiting more than 1800 innovative EdTech products and solutions.12 The 11th Annual 
DIDAC conference is due to be held 24-26 September 2019 in Bengaluru. The 2019 
EdTech Review Summit held earlier in Bengaluru attracted over 1,000 participants from 
the global EdTech sector. 

9 NASSCOM (2018).

10 NASSCOM (2018).

11 See Figures 4 and 5 in Appendix

12  10th edition DIDAC India Show Report, 4-6 October 
2018, New Delhi. Downloaded from https://didacindia.
com/past-glimpses/show-report/
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The Indian EdTech market is complex and needs to be understood in terms of discrete 
education market geographies (states and regions, city tiers) that require different 
strategies for product development, positioning and go-to-market models for success. As 
several participants at the Victoria-India EdTech Workshop held at the IIIT-B Campus 
noted, assertions regarding the size of the middle class, the school age population, and 
demographic dividend are misleading because they do not consider critical factors such 
as household disposable income, language and medium of instruction, and variations in 
school and college infrastructure funding and maintenance capacity. 

The Workshop participants identified four areas for EdTech interventions:

• Skills and lifelong learning: This includes soft skills, college and postgraduate and 
early career professionals.

• Engagement platforms: This includes platforms for college recruitment and 
internships (which most colleges do not have), gig-based staffing platforms and 
digital credentialing – this is a white space issue with no industry standards and a 
need for industry wide benchmarks.

• K12 and test preparation: This includes both curricular content, adaptive teaching, 
online tutoring, online video-based test preparation for standardised entrance tests 
and personalised content.

• Mobile based apps: This includes language and casual learning, “how to” learning 
for self-employed, and small business learning in accounting and management.

Workshop participants noted that most EdTech companies in India adopt a B2C 
(business to consumer) business model because the consumer market is most active 
and easily accessed by both local and international EdTech businesses (see Figure 4). 
Companies offering reskilling and online certification may adopt a B2B2C model. B2B 
(business to business) models involving EdTech companies and schools or colleges are 
fewer because these require careful negotiation between the commercial interests of 
the company and the not-for-profit governance models of these education institutions. 
However, some workshop participants noted that B2B models can be successful if there 
is a group of educational institutions under a single not-for-profit entity (for example, a 
number of schools and colleges set up by a single charitable trust). 

As Figure 4 shows, customer demand for online learning is currently concentrated in 
tutoring and test preparation, and more than half of the total EdTech investment in India 
is targeted towards mature stage companies in these areas (e.g., Byju’s, Vedantu, Toppr, 
Cuemath). However, reskilling and online certification have a significant proportion of 
paid customers and are attracting investor interest. Companies offering upskilling and 
in-house training for large companies (e.g., Simplilearn) often use B2B2C models, i.e., 
sourcing certified training packages from different vendors and putting these together for 
business employees or individual customers. 

Emerging 
Opportunities 
in India's 
Commercial 
EdTech 
landscape
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Figure 4: Consumer demand for online learning
Source: NASSCOM 2018

There are fewer EdTech companies offering commercial online delivery of higher education 
courses, but there is potential for growth following approval of a new online regulation 
by UGC to allow Indian Higher Education Institutions to offer Certificate, Diploma and 
Degree programs in full-fledged online mode in particular disciplines.13 Recent changes 
to the National Education Policy also offer scope for expansion of this segment.14 Some 
Indian universities and higher education institutions (such as Symbiosis Centre for Distance 
Learning and IIIT-Bangalore) are offering master’s level courses through their commercial 
arm (Symbiosis) or in partnership with companies (e.g., IIIT-B and UpGrad).15 Edukart 
(acquired in 2016 by the Indian online payment company PayTM) is a commercial higher 
education marketplace platform offering a wide range of graduate and postgraduate courses 
through partnerships with Indian and international universities. 

It is worth noting that many of the online postgraduate or certification courses charge 
upwards of AUD $300 and up to AUD $4500 for an industry endorsed postgraduate diploma 
(e.g., UpGrad-IIIT-B Data Science) taught in online and intensive mode over 11 months.

Of particular interest are new startups such as Entri, which offer tutoring and preparation for 
state level secondary certificate exams and public service examinations in regional languages 
(currently in Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada and Telugu). As participants in the workshop, Entri 
founders noted that they are tapping into a much larger customer base of students and parents 
whose primary language of education and business is not English or Hindi. They are at the 
early stage of development and are looking to establish partnerships and develop capacity for 
offering upskilling and online certification in these languages.

13  Austrade (2019). India EdTech Market Insights: 
Opportunities for Australia, p. 25.

14  Draft National Education Policy 2019

15  See O. Lahiri and B. Freeman (2019) Case studies of 
Australian and Indian quality assured online learning, 
Melbourne: Australia India Institute. 
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Beyond online education
Companies that are developing EdTech management systems (e.g., online assessment, 
learning management systems, cloud classrooms, video learning platforms) are attracting 
growing amounts of investment. Examples include VideoKen, which uses artificial 
intelligence to extract metadata for tagging and indexing lecture videos. Littlemore, a 
Chennai-based startup, has developed a paperless exam solution utilising a proprietary 
hardware tool. Mettl offers online assessment software for recruitment, exam proctoring 
and certifications. Qiklrn creates a range of products including interactive mobile 
platforms for students, learning management systems for colleges, and secure distribution 
platforms for learning content distributors. Companies such as NIIT and Aptech, which 
evolved from computer software training businesses in the 1990s to software solutions 
providers, offer the full range of EdTech management services to schools and institutions.

Opportunities 
in India for 
Victorian EdTech 
companies

The inaugural EduGrowth EdTech survey (46%) conducted in 2017 indicated that 46% of 
Australian companies had customers outside Australia and 22% of respondents had plans 
to expand overseas The EduGrowth survey confirmed that while Australian startups 
prefer English speaking domains (e.g., UK and USA, where they are able to source 
investment), India is also of interest.

The Indian EdTech landscape (which, as noted earlier, is geographically differentiated) 
offers potential as either a core market or supplementary market for Victorian EdTech 
products. As a core market, Victorian EdTech companies could make significant financial 
investments in developing online education products in specialised areas to sell directly 
to Indian customers. Alternatively, Victorian EdTech companies such as DeakinCo could 
approach India as a supplementary market through local EdTech partners who can either 
deliver existing products or co-design new products, and work out marketing and sales 
strategies, and revenue sharing arrangements.

Victorian companies developing EdTech management systems (LMS, RMS, Assessments 
etc.) can also approach Indian institutions through partnerships with Indian EdTech 
businesses. These partnership arrangements could include sales and marketing, product 
support, technical or deployment based relationships for the Indian market and for 
expansion into third country markets. 
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Victoria as 
landing pad for 
Indian EdTech 
companies

There are economic opportunities for Victoria as a “landing pad” for Indian EdTech 
companies seeking distribution and support for their market entry in Australia and 
further international export markets for their products. Success in the Australian market 
would support those Indian companies seeking export into competitive markets such as 
the United States, United Kingdom or Europe.

Recent in-market experience suggests that some of the new EdTech start-ups like VideoKen 
and Littlemore have unique products or services that could be deployable in Victoria and 
beyond, and present partnership opportunities for Victorian EdTech companies.

Points of Special 
Attention for 
Victorian EdTech 
businesses 
considering the 
Indian market

The NASSCOM report (2018) notes that despite the complexities and differing rates of 
EdTech uptake by schools, colleges, vocational training institutions and universities, 
these are extremely important parts of the EdTech value chain. They need highly effective 
and efficient technical solutions for their learning management systems. 

Victorian EdTech businesses that have LMS solutions may need to identify Indian 
institutional partners who have knowledge and experience in dealing with national and 
state education regulations and policies.

Although English is one of the main language of government, business, and higher 
education, this represents only a fraction of the total market and widespread product 
sales may require translation to local languages. To meet demand from local educators for 
comprehensive education solutions, including software, services, training and support, 
Victorian EdTech companies may need to find a local support partner. 

As mentioned earlier, India has variable internet infrastructure deployment across the 
country. Considering the market in terms of urban, regional and rural markets will allow 
Victorian EdTech companies to plan their market entry appropriately. Victorian EdTech 
companies will find strong internet penetration across urban and regional markets but 
may see a sharp declines in connectivity in rural areas. 

The Indian market will require a lower price point for EdTech products relative 
to Australia.  However, a strategic analysis of the market will identify areas where 
customers are willing to pay for products that support their personal education needs. 
The Bengaluru workshop discussions (and the KPMG study)16 indicate that parents are 
willing to spend anywhere between AUD $30 and AUD $50 per child per month for 
tutoring and test preparation.16  KPMG and Google (2017) Online education in India: 2021.
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Priority action 
areas

Key recommendations to build connection between Victoria and India’s EdTech sectors 
include:

1. Increase knowledge in Victoria of the Indian EdTech sector and Indian education 
environment

Survey Victoria’s EdTech ecosystem to understand their current export activity, readiness 
and perception of the Indian market.

Profile the major Indian urban/regional markets which represent export opportunities for 
Victorian EdTech companies detailing:

• key education technology needs of consumers in K12, higher education and 
vocational education sectors

• key messages that resonate with consumers in the Indian market

• price point analysis of product to support Victorian EdTech company export strategy

• infrastructure analysis to support export strategy development

2. Increase India’s knowledge of Victoria’s EdTech sector 

Showcase Victoria’s EdTech products and expertise by:

• profiling key geographical EdTech clusters and markets within India which offer the 
greatest potential for export opportunities for Victorian EdTech companies.

• recruiting Victorian EdTech companies to participate in the Victorian Government 
EdTech mission to India in September 2019 to showcase Victorian EdTech products 
and build brand awareness in-market.

• encouraging Victorian EdTech companies to exhibit and provide thought leadership 
content at major Indian EdTech trade shows such as DIDAC (in Bengaluru) and 
EdTech Review (in Delhi and Mumbai), and other relevant exhibitions in the region 
including EXPO 2020 in Dubai.

• support two-way exchange between Indian and Victorian EdTech companies. 

• facilitating connection between Indian businesses focussed on software 
development and systems integration and the Victorian EdTech ecosystem to 
establish software development relationships.
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Appendix: Profiles 
of three major 
EdTech hubs in 
India

BANGALORE

EDTECH
COMPANIES660 US$1

 BILLION 1

# INVESTMENTS BY ROUND VALUE BY ROUND (US$M)

Companies
Investment

Community

BEST FUNDED EDTECH (COS) (>US$1M)

COMPANY
BYJU’s
Unacademy
Simplilearn
Vedantu
Cuemath

US$M
820
40
34
26
20

EXAMPLE INVESTORS

VC’S

Specialists
Strategic
Impact

Blume, Innoven, Aarin, 
Unitus, Kalaari, Sequoia
Kaizen PE
Brand Capital
Dell Foundation

INVESTMENT VALUE (US$M)

# INVESTMENTS

40 35 21

ACCELERATORS / 
INCUBATORS

ECOSYSTEM 
CHAMPIONS EVENTS

DELHI NCR

EDTECH
COMPANIES940 US$1

 BILLION -

# INVESTMENTS BY ROUND VALUE BY ROUND (US$M)

Companies
Investment

Community

BEST FUNDED EDTECH (COS) (>US$1M)

COMPANY
Extramarks
MeritNation
Classteacher Learning Sys.
CollegeDekho
Centum Learning

US$M
43
24
15
13
9

EXAMPLE INVESTORS

VC’S

Specialists
Strategic

Impact

500 Stasrtups
AdvantEdge
-
Bertelsmann India, S 
Chand, Brand Capital
Gray Matters Capital, 
Dell Foundation

INVESTMENT VALUE (US$M)

# INVESTMENTS

34 29 29

ACCELERATORS / 
INCUBATORS

ECOSYSTEM 
CHAMPIONS EVENTS

HYDERABAD

EDTECH
COMPANIES310 US$1

 BILLION -

# INVESTMENTS BY ROUND VALUE BY ROUND (US$M)

Companies
Investment

Community

BEST FUNDED EDTECH (COS) (>US$1M)

COMPANY
Next Education
Varsity Edu. Mgt.
TalentSprint Educational
Univariety
Ignitor Learning

US$M
60
30
6
4
4

EXAMPLE INVESTORS

VC’S

Specialists

Strategic

Impact

-

-

-

Gray Matters Capital
INVESTMENT VALUE (US$M)

# INVESTMENTS

8 7 6

ACCELERATORS / 
INCUBATORS

ECOSYSTEM 
CHAMPIONS EVENTS
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